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Managing Oracle Fusion
Applications Packt Publishing Ltd
Authoritative guide to Oracle WebLogic
Server-from Oracle insiders If you're an
experienced Java developer who wants
to expand your skills, Professional Oracle
WebLogic Server is the perfect guide for
you. This book is written by a top-notch
author team that that includes one of
the lead architects from Oracle’s Fusion
Middleware Development Architects
team. Follow their best practices,
workarounds, and sound techniques and
confidently develop even the most
mission-critical applications with
WebLogic Server. This book fully covers
WebLogic Server 11g, including the new
features of both JEE 5 and WebLogic
Server, as well as JEE 5 annotations,
Spring, JPA, JAX-WS, JMS Store-And-
Forward, SAML support, and the WLST
administrative scripting tool. This book is
the authoritative guide to Choosing a
Web application architecture Best
practices for development and
production environments Designing an
Java EE application Building Enterprise
JavaBeans in WebLogic Server Building
an EJB application Packaging and
deploying WebLogic web applications
Developing and deploying web services
Using WebLogic JMS Using WebLogic
security Administering and deploying
applications in WebLogic Server
Optimizing WebLogic Server
performance
An Implementation and Management
Guide Apress
Best Practices for Oracle WebLogic

Server 12c Configuration and
Administration Maintain a high-
performance enterprise application
framework using the detailed
information in this authoritative
resource. Through expert instruction and
real-world examples, Oracle WebLogic
Server 12c Administration Handbook
fully explains the latest management
tools and techniques. Learn how to work
from the Oracle WebLogic Server
Administration Console or command line,
configure servers and clusters, deploy
applications, and optimize application
performance. Tuning, troubleshooting,
and load balancing are thoroughly
covered in this Oracle Press guide. Install
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c or perform
an upgrade Manage domains, server
instances, networks, and virtual hosts
Work with the WebLogic Scripting Tool
feature and Node Manager Build custom
network channels and resource adapters
Monitor performance with the WebLogic
Diagnostics Framework feature Prioritize
requests using Oracle WebLogic Server
Work Managers Configure Oracle
WebLogic clusters and migrate servers
and services Deploy web applications,
Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE
modules Establish security realms and
authenticate and authorize users
Allocate memory, optimize throughput,
and tune the Java Virtual Machine
Best practices and Getting Started Guide
for Oracle on IBM LinuxONE IBM
Redbooks
This IBM® RedpaperTM publication
provides the details for setting up an
environment on AIX 7.1 on an IBM Power
Systems S824 so you can install and
upgrade Oracle E-Business Suite Release
12.2. It provides a step-by-step
installation of Oracle E-Business Suite
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Release 12.2 for AIX 7.1. This document
also provides a consolidated list of
database and application tier patches to
upgrade Oracle E-Business Suite from
release 12.2.0 to 12.2.4, and explains
how to apply patches. This document is
written for those who are newly
installing Oracle E-Business Suite
Release 12.2 version 12.2.0 and
upgrading to 12.2.4 on an IBM Power
SystemsTM server with AIX® 7.1. It
provides a sample two-tier installation of
Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.2
version 12.2.0 on two AIX logical
partitions and steps for upgrading to
version 12.2.4. The sample installation of
Oracle EBusiness Suite Release 12.2
version 12.2.0 and upgrade to 12.2.4
also proves their interoperability with
IBM Power Systems servers with
POWER8TM processor technology. This
document assumes that the reader has
an in-depth knowledge of IBM AIX,
Oracle Database 11g, and Oracle E-
Business Suite.
Oracle WebLogic Server 11gR1 PS2
Packt Publishing Ltd
Oracle Database 12c running on Linux is
available for deployment on IBM®
LinuxONE. The enterprise-grade Linux on
LinuxONE solution is designed to add
value to Oracle Database solutions,
including the new functions that are
introduced in Oracle Database 12c. In
this IBM Redbooks® publication, we
explore the IBM and Oracle Alliance and
describe how Oracle Database benefits
from LinuxONE. We then explain how to
set up Linux guests to install Oracle
Database 12c. We also describe how to
use the Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud
Control Agent to manage Oracle
Database 12c Release 1. Additionally, we
discuss encryption for Oracle using
Oracle Transparent Data Encryption
(TDE) on Oracle 12c Release 2. We also

describe a successful consolidation
project from sizing to migration,
performance management topics, and
high availability. Finally, we end with a
chapter about surrounding Oracle with
Open Source software. The audience for
this publication includes database
consultants, installers, administrators,
and system programmers. This
publication is not meant to replace
Oracle documentation, but to
supplement it with our experiences while
installing and using Oracle products.
Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's
Guide McGraw Hill Professional
Organizations increasingly need to deal
with unstructured processes that
traditional business process
management (BPM) suites are not
designed to deal with. High-risk, yet
high-value, loan origination or credit
approvals, police investigations, and
healthcare patient treatment are just a
few examples of areas where a level of
uncertainty makes outc
Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise
Edition 12c McGraw Hill Professional
IBM® is a Platinum level Partner in the
Oracle Partner Network, which delivers
the proven combination of industry
insight, extensive real-world Oracle
applications experience, deep technical
skills, and high-performance servers and
storage to create a complete business
solution with a defined return on
investment. From application selection,
purchase, and implementation to
upgrade and maintenance, we help
organizations reduce the total cost of
ownership and the complexity of
managing their current and future
applications environment while building
a solid base for business growth. Oracle
Database running on Linux is available
for deployment on IBM LinuxONE by
using Redhat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) or
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SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES).
This enterprise-grade solution is
designed to add value to Oracle
Database solutions. This IBM Redpaper®
publication focuses on accepted good
practices for installing and getting
started by using Oracle Database, which
provides you with an environment that is
optimized for performance, scalability,
flexibility, and ease-of-management.
Advanced Web Services Apress
Munz, an independent IT professional,
explains why running Oracle WebLogic
Server and Fusion Middleware in the
cloud is often easier, sometimes
cheaper, and typically more reliable than
in one's own data center.
Getting Started With Oracle Bpm Suite
11gr1 Packt Publishing Ltd
Master Oracle SOA Suite 11g Design and
implement an agile service-oriented
enterprise computing infrastructure
using the detailed information in this
Oracle Press guide. Written by an Oracle
ACE director, Oracle SOA Suite 11g
Handbook uses a hands-on case study to
illustrate each programming,
management, and governance concept.
Get expert techniques for modeling and
implementing complex business
processes and deploying and securing
Web services, while maximizing
decoupling and code reuse. Install Oracle
SOA Suite 11g or migrate from a
previous version Design and develop
composite applications using SCA and
SDO Model processes using BPEL, BPMN,
and human task components Connect
components through mapping and
filtering with Oracle Mediator Apply the
principles of event-driven architecture
through complex event processing, the
event delivery network, and Oracle
Business Activity Monitoring server
Benefit from the power of Java through
the Spring component and the

interaction with Oracle Validate, enrich,
transform, route, and operate on data
using the Oracle Service Bus Deploy,
test, and manage composite applications
from the Oracle Enterprise Manager
control console
Oracle GoldenGate 11g Handbook
"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Achieve Extreme Application
Performance for a Private Cloud with
Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud Transition
to a private cloud computing
infrastructure and achieve unmatched
levels of performance with help from this
Oracle Press guide. Oracle Exalogic
Elastic Cloud Handbook shows you how
to plan, implement, and maintain a
private cloud. Find out how to set up
components, deploy Java applications,
maximize redundancy and throughput,
and migrate legacy workloads.
Examples, screenshots, and diagrams
are included throughout this
comprehensive resource. Configure
Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud nodes and
racks Optimize Java EE application
performance on Oracle WebLogic Server
Provision and administer a highly
scalable private cloud Build, debug, and
manage custom Java applications
Secure, monitor, and tune using Oracle
Enterprise Manager Leverage
capabilities from Oracle Fusion
Middleware Consolidate Oracle and third-
party application workloads
WebLogic: The Definitive Guide
Grand Central Publishing
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Design
and Personalization Deliver highly
adaptable business applications that
bolster productivity and drive informed
decision-making. Oracle Fusion
Applications Development and
Extensibility Handbook contains best
practices, real-world case studies, and
technical deep dives. Discover how to
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manage design- and run-time
customizations, extend existing UIs and
build new ones, secure your applications,
and integrate with other systems. This
Oracle Press guide offers complete
coverage of the latest cloud and SOA-
based features. Explore Oracle Fusion
Applications components and
architecture Plan, develop, debug, and
deploy customizations Extend out-of-the-
box functionality with Oracle JDeveloper
Modify web applications using Oracle
Composer Incorporate Oracle SOA Suite
11g composites Validate code through
sandboxes and test environments
Secure data using authorization,
authentication, and encryption Design
and distribute personalized BI reports
Automate jobs with Oracle Enterprise
Scheduler Change appearance and
branding of your applications with the
Oracle ADF Skin Editor Extend and
customize CRM with Application
Composer
Professional Oracle WebLogic Server
Lulu.com
The book explains core concepts while
providing real world implementation
specifics, detailing the administration-
related activities with Oracle SOA Suite
11g with a step-by-step approach using
real-world examples. The authors
demonstrate the use of WLST scripts
that administrators can reuse and
extend to perform most administration
tasks such as deployments, tuning,
migration, and installation. If you are an
Oracle SOA Suite administrator,
WebLogic Server administrator,
Database administrator, or developer
that needs to administer and secure
your Oracle SOA Suite services and
applications, then this book is for you.
Basic knowledge of Oracle SOA Suite
Administration is beneficial, but not
necessary.

Oracle SOA Suite 11g Handbook
Packt Publishing Ltd
JBoss Application server is the most
popular open source Java application
server, renamed from this release and
on as WildFly. This book covers all
details on administration and
management aspect of this new version
of the application server. Focusing
exclusively on the management
instruments of the application server,
the book takes you through all of the
latest architectural and performance
changes. You'll progress from basic
server configuration to more advanced
techniques for clustering, JDBC
connectivity, logging, and much more.
What you will learn from this book: - How
to install the application server on
Windows and Unix/Linux systems
including details for installing it as a
service - Steps for packaging and
deploying web applications - Configuring
the services stack, including the new
Undertow Web subsystem - Deploying
Wildfly 8 with the Apache Web server
and mod_cluster - Monitoring Wildfly 8
servers in realtime - Secure applications
and encrypt their communication
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c
Administration I Exam 1Z0-133 IBM
Redbooks
This hands-on, example-driven guide is a
practical getting started tutorial with
plenty of step-by-step instructions for
beginner to intermediate level readers
working with BPEL PM in Oracle SOA
SuiteWritten for SOA developers,
administrators, architects, and engineers
who want to get started with Oracle
BPEL PM 11g. No previous experience
with BPEL PM is required, but an
understanding of SOA and web services
is assumed
Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g
Architecture and Management
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McGraw Hill Professional
A comprehensive guide from Oracle
experts, that will act as your single point
of reference for building an Oracle BI 12c
system that turns data in actionable
insight. About This Book Come, start
your first Oracle Business intelligence
system and excel in BI with this
exhaustive guide An all-encompassing
guide for your Oracle business
intelligence needs Learn from the self-
paced professional guidance and
implement Oracle business intelligence
using this easy-to-follow guide by our
experts Who This Book Is For If your job
includes working on data, improving the
financial or operational performance of
your organization or you are a consultant
for the above, then this book is for you.
If you have been placed on a business
intelligence project, then this book is for
you. If you are the Project Manager,
Business Analyst or Data Scientist then
this book is for you. If you are an end
user of Oracle Business Intelligence,
then this book is for you too. Having a
basic understanding of databases and
the use of Business Intelligence is
expected, but no knowledge of Oracle BI
is required. What You Will Learn Install
OBIEE in Windows, including how to
create the underlying Weblogic
Application server and the required
database Build the BI system repository,
the vital engine connecting your data to
the front end of Oracle BI Develop
effective analysis, draw out meaning
from the data, and present it to end
users on interactive dashboards Build
pixel-perfect, printable reports using the
embedded BI Publisher feature Build
agents for actionable insight and enable
your users to act on Business
Intelligence at their desktop or on the
move Understand the various aspects of
securing the Oracle BI system, from data

restrictions to whole dashboard access
rights Get acquainted with the system
management tools and methods
available for the continuous
improvement of your system In Detail
Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise
Edition (OBIEE) 12c is packed full of
features and has a fresh approach to
information presentation, system
management, and security. OBIEE can
help any organization to understand its
data, to make useful information from
data, and to ensure decision-making is
supported by facts. OBIEE can focus on
information that needs action, alerting
users when conditions are met. OBIEE
can be used for data analysis, form
production, dashoarding, and workflow
processes. We will introduce you to
OBIEE features and provide a step-by-
step guide to build a complete system
from scratch. With this guide, you will be
equipped with a good basic
understanding of what the product
contains, how to install and configure it,
and how to create effective Business
Intelligence. This book contains the
necessary information for a beginner to
create a high-performance OBIEE 12c
system. This book is also a guide that
explains how to use an existing OBIEE
12c system, and shows end users how to
create. Style and approach This book will
take you from one feature to another in
a step-by-step manner and will teach
how you can create effective business
intelligence using Oracle Business
Intelligence Enterprise Edition. You will
be taught how to create BI solutions and
dashboards from scratch. There will be
multiple modules in the book, each
module spread in chapters, that will
cover one aspect of business intelligence
in a systematic manner.
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Advanced
Administration Cookbook Packt
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Publishing Ltd
A guide to everything an Oracle SOA
Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the
ground running About This Book
Understand core administrative tasks
such as deployments, purging, startup
and shutdown, configuration, and
backup and recovery Manage, monitor,
and troubleshoot SOA composites and
OSB services Follow step-by-step
instructions to easily and quickly install a
highly available two-node cluster Who
This Book Is For With topic areas ranging
from the simple to the complex, this
book is intended for novice, mid-level,
and experienced administrators of the
Oracle SOA Suite 12c platform as well as
Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle
Database administrators interested in
diving into the product. What You Will
Learn Navigate Oracle Enterprise
Manager Fusion Middleware Control
Monitor and manage the Oracle SOA
Suite 12 c infrastructure Deploy and
promote code Monitor and manage
services Configure and administer the
environment Manage the dehydration
store and enterprise scheduler service
Troubleshoot Oracle SOA Suite 12c
infrastructure Set up backups, recovery,
and high availability In Detail Oracle SOA
Suite 12 c is the most comprehensive
and integrated infrastructure on the
market today that is used for building
applications based on service-oriented
architecture. With the vast number of
features and capabilities that Oracle SOA
Suite 12c has to offer comes numerous
complexities and challenges for
administration. Oracle SOA Suite 12c
Administrator's Guide covers all the core
areas of administration needed for you
to effectively manage and monitor the
Oracle SOA Suite environment and its
transactions, from deployments, to
monitoring, to performance tuning, and

much, much more. Manage, monitor,
and troubleshoot SOA composites and
OSB services from a single product set.
Understand core administrative activities
such as deployments, purging, startup
and shutdown, configuration, backup,
and recovery. Also learn about new
features such as Oracle Enterprise
Scheduler, lazy loading, work manager
groups, high availability, and more. Style
and approach Presented in a reference
guide format where chapters can be
read in any sequence, this book explains
the core concepts while providing real-
world implementation specifics, detailing
the what, why, and how of all the
administration-related activities that
involve Oracle SOA Suite 12c. We take a
step-by-step approach and offers tips,
instructions, and examples that you can
easily follow and execute.
Oracle Case Management Solutions
Apress
Master Oracle Fusion Applications
Administer a fully integrated application
management framework across your
enterprise using the detailed information
contained in this Oracle Press guide.
Managing Oracle Fusion Applications first
explains key principles and then logically
groups utilities into practical, ready-to-
use toolboxes. Learn how to build
lifecycle models, deliver dynamic
business intelligence, optimize
performance, mitigate risk, and integrate
the latest Web 2.0 and social networking
features. Compliance, security, and
testing techniques are also covered in
this comprehensive resource.
Understand the components and
architecture of Oracle Fusion
Applications Plan, develop, and
implement an effective application
management plan Resolve reliability
issues with Oracle Enterprise Manager
Configure and deploy applications from
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the Oracle WebLogic Server
Administration Console Adjust run-time
parameters using Java Management
Extensions and MBeans Generate and
distribute reports using Oracle Business
Intelligence 11g Establish solid user
authentication, access control, and data
protection policies Work with Oracle
Fusion Governance, Risk, and
Compliance Intelligence
Oracle Fusion Middleware on
Amazon Web Services and
Rackspace Cloud Springer
Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic
Server 12c is a fast-paced and feature-
packed book, designed to get you
working with Java EE 6, JDK 7 and Oracle
WebLogic Server 12c straight away, so
start developing your own
applications.Getting Started with Oracle
WebLogic Server 12c: Developer's Guide
is written for developers who are just
getting started, or who have some
experience, with Java EE who want to
learn how to develop for and use Oracle
WebLogic Server. Getting Started with
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c:
Developer's Guide also provides a great
overview of the updated features of the
12c release, and how it integrates Java
EE 6 and JDK 7 to remove boilerplate
code.
McGraw Hill Professional
Using real life problems and simple
solutions this book will make any issue
seem small. WebLogic Server books can
be a bit dry but Dalton keeps the tone
light and ensures no matter how
complex the problem you always feel
like you have someone right there with
you helping you along. This book is ideal
for those who know the basics of
WebLogic but want to dive deeper and
get to grips with more advanced topics.
So if you are a datacenter operator,
system administrator or even a Java

developer this book could be exactly
what you are looking for to take you one
step further with Oracle WebLogic Serv.
Oracle Essentials O'Reilly Media,
Incorporated
Monitor, diagnose, and maximize the
system performance of Oracle Fusion
Middleware solutions using this book and
eBook.
Oracle Data Integrator 11g Cookbook
Packt Publishing Ltd
This textbook will assist you in learning
and using one of the most exciting
software environments available today,
namely the Oracle BI Enterprise Edition
data analytics suite and the Oracle
Fusion Middleware WebLogic Server.
Within this textbook you will learn: About
the architecture and internal
components of the Oracle Business
Intelligence (BI) Enterprise Edition (EE)
data analytics suite (OBIEE); Important
concepts regarding the Oracle WebLogic
Server application server middleware
platform, the platform to which the
Oracle BI suite is deployed; This
textbook will guide you through the
process of creating an installation of
Oracle BI and the WebLogic Server on
either a Linux/Unix or an MS Windows
host system. Using this workshop setup,
you will be able to complete the
exercises presented in the other
textbooks from the Sideris Oracle Fusion
Middleware curriculum. And of course,
having a working Enterprise Edition of
the Oracle BI suite will also allow you to
begin real-world production work for
your organization; You will receive an
introduction to administration of the
Oracle WebLogic Server, the Oracle BI
Server and Oracle BI Presentation
Services; How to manage analytic
content created by users and stored
within the Oracle BI Presentation
Catalog. Topics include managing
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permissions, private folders, shared
folders, and archiving objects for use in
other BI installations; How to access and
use administration tools to perform basic
BI management tasks. Such tools include
the Oracle WebLogic Server
Administration Console, the Oracle

Enterprise Manager with the Fusion
Middleware Control, the Oracle BI
Administration tool and the Oracle BI
Catalog Manager. You will learn how to
add new BI users as well as manage
their privileges.
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